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The model-building problem of periodically correlated m-variate q-dependent
processes is considered. We show that for a given periodical autocovariance func-
tion of an m-variate MA(q) process there are two particular corresponding classes
(that may reduce to one class) of periodic (equivalent) models. Furthermore, any
other (intermediate) model is not periodic. It is, however, asymptotically periodic.
The matrix coefficients of the particular periodic models are given in terms of limits
of some periodic matrix continued fractions, which are a generalization of the
classical periodic continued fractions (Wall, 1948). These periodic matrix continued
fractions are particular solutions of some prospective andor retrospective recursion
equations, arising from the symbolic factorization of the associated linear
autocovariance operator. In addition, we establish a procedure to calculate these
limits. Numerical examples are given for the simple cases of periodically correlated
univariate one- and two-dependent processes.  1998 Academic Press
Key words and phrases: periodically correlated moving average process, model-
building problem, symbolic factorization, autocovariance operator, periodic matrix
continued fraction.
1. INTRODUCTION
Nonstationary periodically correlated processes (Gladyshev, 1961) find
interesting applications in fields such as economics (see, e.g., Ghysels and
Hall, 1992), as well as hydrology and environmental studies (McLeod,
1992; Vecchia et al., 1983; Cleveland and Tiao, 1979). Indeed, it is observed
(cf. Osborn, 1992) that many time series which occur in practice exhibit
periodical autocorrelation structuresa feature that cannot be accounted
for by standard time series methods. Consequently, much attention has
been given recently to periodic linear models as a promising alternative to
traditional seasonal models (see e.g., Box and Jenkins, 1976). Most of the
existing periodic literature is concerned with identification, estimation, and
testing problems; see Adams and Goodwin (1995), Bentarzi and Hallin
(1994, 1996, and 1997), Anderson and Vecchia (1993), Li and Hui (1988),
Salas et al. (1982) Pagano (1978), C8 ipra (1985), Vecchia (1985), Tiao and
Grupe (1980), Parzen and Pagano (1979), Troutman (1979), Jones and
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Brelsford (1967), and many others. On the other hand, the invertibility
property of periodic moving average models, which is of primary impor-
tance (for the model identifiability problem as well as for forecasting
purposes), has been studied by C8 ipra (1985) and Ghysels and Hall (1992).
In spite of its primary importance of periodically correlated processes, the
model-building problem has received much less attention (see Salas et al.,
1982; Vecchia et al., 1983; Frances, 1993; Bentarzi and Hallin, 1997).
The present work concerns the model-building problem (or the spectral
factorization problem, as it is known in engineering literature) of peri-
odically correlated m-variate q-dependent moving average processes, i.e.,
the problem of obtaining all possible modelswhether periodic of not
corresponding to a process given, in the second-order context, by its
periodic autocovariance function, (7i , 1t, j ; j=1, ..., q; t # Z). Based on
the periodicity hypothesis and using the symbolic factorization spectral
approach developed by Hallin (1984), we go further in studying the model-
building of periodically correlated m-variate moving average processes and
obtain more complete and precise results. Through Section 2, we review the
basic definitions concerning periodic matrix continued fractions, which are
a generalization of classical periodic continued fractions (Wall, 1948), and
obtain some results linked to periodic matrix continued fractions. In Section 3,
we formulate the model-building problem. Using the latter formulation, we
show, in the Section 4, that, depending on the number of matrix roots of some
second-order matrix equation, a process with given d-periodic, q-dependent
autocovariance function either admits a unique periodic MA(q) representation,
which is automatically the d-periodic WoldCrame r representation, or admits
an infinity of MA(q) models, of which two are d-periodic MA(q) models. In this
latter case, one of the two periodic models is the WoldCrame r decomposition
of the underlying process, whereas the second one is a ‘‘reverse’’ WoldCrame r
decomposition (the one resulting from time-reversing the process). Further-
more, any other (intermediate) possible model is not periodic. This latter
representation is, however, asymptotically periodic, in the sense that it
is asymptotically equivalent, as t  + (respectively, t  &) to the
WoldCrame r decomposition (respectively, the reverse WoldCrame r).
The matrix coefficients of the adequate models are given respectively in
terms of limits of two matrix periodic continued fractions 8&t and 8
+
t . In
the Section 5, we establish a procedure to calculate these limits. The last
section is devoted to simple numerical illustrations.
2. DEFINITIONS AND MATHEMATICAL TOOLS
It appears, that there are no existing results in the literature, concerning
the theoretical study of the periodic matrix continued fraction, which is a
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natural generalization of the classical continued fraction (Wall, 1948;
Hallin, 1984, 1986). In this section, we present a brief review of the basic
definitions and the existing results tied to the general matrix continued
fractions and we establish some results concerning the periodic matrix con-
tinued fractions which come up in studying our model-building problem.
Let (At, j ; t # Z, j=0, 1, 2, ..., q), be (q+1) sequences of real matrices, of
dimension m_m, such that |At, 0 | } |At, q |{0, \t # Z. We associate to these
matrices the m-dimensional linear matrix difference operator of order q
noted At(L):
At(L)=At, 0+At, 1L+ } } } +At, qLq, t # Z,
where L stands as usual for the lag operator, i.e., L jXt=Xt& j , j # N and
t # Z.
Definition 2.1. If there exists a smallest positive integer d (d>1) such
that At+kd, j=At, j , j=0, 1, ..., q and t, k # Z, then the associated linear
matrix difference operator At(L) is said to be periodic of period d. A linear
matrix difference operator At(L), whether periodic or not, defines linear
matrix difference equations of order q,
At(L) Xt=Wt , t # Z, (2.1)
where Xt and Wt are real matrices of dimension m_m.
The linear matrix difference equation of the form (2.1) is said to be
homogeneous if Wt=0, and nonhomogeneous if Wt {0.
We recall that the solution of such a linear matrix difference equation of
order q, whether homogeneous or not, is uniquely determined by giving q
successive initial values, Xt0 , Xt0&1 , ..., Xt0&q , where t0 # Z. An extremely
important particular solution of the homogeneous matrix difference equa-
tion At(L) Xt=0, which plays a fundamental role in the rest of the paper,
is Green’s matrix which is defined below (see, e.g., Hallin, 1986; Miller,
1968).
Definition 2.2. Green’s matrix G(t, s), t, s # Z, associated to a linear
matrix difference operator of order q, At(L), is the unique solution of the
homogeneous matrix difference equation At(L) Xt=0, taking on initial
values A&1s, 0 , 0, ..., 0 in s, s&1, ..., s&q+1, respectively. If m=1, we have
Green’s function, noted g(t, s), t, s # Z.
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Let [An , n # N*] and [Bn , n # N] be two sequences of m_m real
matrices. A matrix continued fraction is defined to be an infinite expression
of the form
F=B0+A1(B1+A2(. . .An(Bn+An+1(. . .)&1)&1)&1)&1. (2.2)
The matrix An , n # N* is called the nth partial numerator and Bn , n # N the
nth partial denominator of the matrix continued fraction F. The finite
expression
F (n)=B0+A1(B1+A2(B2+A3(. . . (Bn&1+AnB&1n )
&1. . .)&1)&1)&1,
n # N*
is said to be the n th approximate or equivalently the approximate of order
n of F. It is noted that the approximate of order zero is, by definition, the
matrix B0 .
Theorem 2.1 (Hallin, 1986). Let G(t, s), t, s # Z be (unilateral ) Green’s
matrices associated to the m-dimensional difference operator of order two
I&B$nL&A$nL
2, n # N*. (2.3)
If G(n, 0) is nonsingular then the approximate of order n, F (n), of the matrix
continued fraction F may be given by:
F (n)=B0+A1G$n(n, 1) Gn$
&1(n, 0), n # N*.
Definition 2.2. The matrix continued fraction (2.2) is said to converge
if and only if at most a finite number of Green’s matrices G(n, 0) associated
to the difference operator (2.3) are singular and that the finite limit of the
approximates F (n) exists. This limit is then called the value of the matrix
continued fraction.
The value of the matrix continued fraction (an m_m matrix), if it exists,
is conventionally noted by F as the fraction itself, i.e.,
F= lim
n  
F (n)=B0+A1 lim
n  
G$(n, 1) G$&1(n, 0).
The convergence condition problem of such a matrix continued fraction
was studied in detail by Hallin (1986). Our interest in the rest of this
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section is the study of periodic matrix continued fractions, which are a
generalization of the classical periodic continued fractions (see Wall, 1948).
Definition 2.3. Let [An , n # N*] and [Bn , n # N] be the two sequen-
ces of m_m real matrices, such that the matrices An and Bn are periodic,
in n, of period d (d # N*, d>1); then the infinite expression
F=B0+A1(B1+A2(. . .An(Bn+An+1(Bn+1+An+2(. . .)&1)&1. . .)&1)&1)&1,
n # N*,
or equivalently
F=B0+A1(B1+A2(. . .Ad (Bd+A1(B1+A2(. . .)&1)&1. . .)&1)&1)&1,
is called a periodic matrix continued fraction of period d.
Throughout the study of the model-building problem of d-periodically
correlated m-variate q-dependent moving average processes, we encounter
periodic matrix continued fractions of the following form
F=&C$1(S1&C$2(S2&C$3(. . .C$d (Sd&C$1(S1&C$2(. . .)&1 C2)&1
C1)&1 Cd . . .)&1 C3)&1 C2)&1 C1 , (2.4)
where Ci and Si , i=1, 2, ..., d, are real matrices of dimension m_m.
Furthermore, Si are symmetric, and the prime stands for the transpose
operation of a matrix. Considering the transformation Td (.) defined by
Td (w)=&C$1(S1&C$2(S2&C$3(. . .C$d&1(Sd&1 $&C$d (Sd+w)&1 Cd)&1
Cd&1 . . .)&1 C3)&1 C2)&1 C1 , (2.5)
where w is a real matrix of dimension m_m. We can state the following
results.
Theorem 2.2. The transformation Td ( . ) defined by (2.5) may be written
as
Td (w)=C$1(H$(d&1, 1) w&H$(d, 1) Cd+1)
_(H$(d&1, 0) w&H$(d, 0) Cd+1)&1, (2.6)
where H(n, s) are Green’s matrices associated with the difference operator
C$n+1+Sn L+CnL2, n # N*. (2.7)
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Proof. See Appendix 1.
Property 2.1. Let G(n, s) and H(n, s) be Green’s matrices associated
respectively to the second-order difference operators
I&SnCn$&1L+CnC$&1n&1L
2, n # N* with C0=I,
and
C$n+1+Sn L+CnL2, n # N.
Then, we have
(i) H(n, 0)=(&1)n C$&1n+1G(n, 0) and H(n, 1)=(&1)
n&1 C$&1n+1G(n, 1),
(ii) H$(n, 1) H$&1(n, 0)=&G$(n, 1) G$&1(n, 0), \n # N*.
Proof. The proof of this property is straightforward.
Theorem 2.3. The transformation Td (w) (2.5) which engenders the
d-periodic matrix continued fraction (2.4) may be rewritten in the following
form
Td (w)=B0+A(w+B)&1 C &1
where the constant matrices B0 , A, B, and C are given by
B0=&C$1G$(d&1, 1) G$&1(d&1, 0)
A=C$1(G$(d&1, 1) G$&1(d&1, 0) G$(d, 0)&G$(d, 1))
(2.8)
B=CdG$&1(d&1, 0) G$(d, 0)
C=G$(d&1, 0) C &1d
and where G(n, s), n # N, s=0, 1 are Green’s matrices associated to the
matrix difference operator
I&SnCn$&1L+CnC$&1n&1L
2, n # N*, with C0=I. (2.9)
Proof. See Appendix 2.
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3. PERIODICALLY CORRELATED m-VARIATE
q-DEPENDENT PROCESS
Denote by L2 the Hilbert space of all real-valued random variables ‘ of
zero mean and finite variance, with the covariance as the inner product
(‘1 , ‘2)=E(‘1‘2). An m-variate random variable Z

with the components
belonging to L2 is said to be of the second order. In the second-order
context, an m-variate process [Z

t ; t # Z] is completely specified by its
autocovariance function 1t, j=E(Z

t Z

$t& j), j # N, t # Z. The particular
second-order m-variate process [=t ; t # Z] of zero vector mean and matrix
autocovariance function E(=t =$t& j)=$t, sI, t, s # Z (where $t, s stands as
usual for Kronecker function and I is a unit matrix) is said to be an
m-variate white noise process. We note L2(T), T/Z, the Hilbert subspace
spanned by the components of [Z

t : t # T] and by L2(t) the Hilbert sub-
space L2(Z

; ]&t]); i.e., the Hilbert subspace spanned by the past and
present values of [Z

t ; t # Z]. In all our study we suppose that the process
is purely nondeterministic, i.e., limt   L
2(Z

t , t)=[0].
3.1. Periodically Correlated Moving Average Process and Periodic Moving
Average Model
The class of second-order periodically correlated processes covers a very
broad and attractive range of phenomena. Beside this, an ample motivation
and a most convincing theoretical argument for using a periodically
correlated q-dependent process is the fact that the early important result of
T. W. Anderson (1971), from which we learned that a second-order station-
ary process admits a MA(q) representation if and only if it is q-dependent,
is proved by Hallin (1984) to hold for the class of general nonstationary
processes (see Theorem 7 and more details in Hallin, 1984) to which
belongs the class of nonstationary periodically correlated q-dependent pro-
cesses. We recall the definition of a d-periodically correlated m-variate
q-dependent process.
Definition 3.1. A second-order m-variate q-dependent process
[Z

t , t # Z] with an autocovariance function 1t, j ; j # N, t # Z, satisfying:
(I) |1t, 0 | } |1t, q |{0, \t # Z, (maximum rank)
(II) 1t, j=0, j>q, j # N, \t # Z, (q-dependent).
Furthermore, there exists a smallest positive integer d such that
(III) 1t+kd, j=1t, j , j # N, \t, s # Z,
is said to be a d-periodically correlated m-variate q-dependent process.
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Definition 3.2. A linear periodic, with period d, m-dimensional moving
average model of an order q is a linear stochastic difference equation of the
form
Xt=3

t(L) =t=3t, 0 =t+3t, 1=t&1+ } } } +3t, q=t&q , t # Z, (3.1)
where =t is an uncorrelated process with mean zero and matrix variance 7t ,
and the m_m matrix coefficients such that |3t, 0 | } |3t, q |{0, \t # Z (mini-
mal model) are periodics, in t, with period d, i.e., 7t+kd=7t and 3l+kd, j=
3t, j , j=0, 1, ..., q and t # Z.
The representation (3.1) is called a periodic (of period d ) moving
average model of order q and At(L) is called a periodic moving average
operator of order q. We suppose, without loss of generality, that the matrix
covariance of the white noise process in (3.1) is the unit matrix, i.e., 7t=I,
\t # Z.
It is worth noting that different moving average operators do not
necessarily define different moving average models. Indeed, for an arbitrary
sequence of orthogonal matrices [O

t , t # Z], the moving operator B

t(L)=
3

t(L) O

t defines clearly the same model (3.1) for the process [Xt , t # Z].
Moving average operators defining the same moving average model are
said to be equivalent operators. We also note that periodically correlated
q-dependent processes may have, as we will subsequently see, a non-
periodic moving average representation.
4. MODEL-BUILDING
Let
X

T=(X $qT , X $qT&1 , ..., X $q(T&1)+1)$
=
 T
=(=$qT , =$qT&1, ..., =$q(T&1)+1)$ (4.1)
7

T=E(X

T X

$T) and 1

T, k=E(X

T X

$T&k), T # Z
and denote by S the positive integer (S>1) such that Sq is the least com-
mon multiple of q and period d. Then the periodic moving average model
(3.1) can be rewritten in the form
X

T=3

T (L) = T
=3

T, 0= T
+3

T, 1= T&1
, T # Z, (4.2)
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where the nonsingular S-periodic matrices, of dimension (mq_mq), 3

T, 0
and 3

T, 1 are given in terms of the (d-periodic matrix) coefficients of the
model (3.1); for more details one can see Hallin (1984).
Let 1

T (L) be the S-periodic mq-variate linear difference operator of
order two associated to the autocovariance function (7

T , 1

T ; T # Z) of the
S-periodically correlated mq-variate MA(1) process [X

T , T # Z], i.e.,
1

T (L)=1

$T+1+7

TL+1

TL2, T # Z.
From these considerations we can state the following results.
Property 4.1. The process [X

T , T # Z] is a S-periodical one-dependent
mq-variate process with autocovariance function (7

T , 1

T , T # Z) if and
only if the process [Xt , t # Z] is a d-periodical q-dependent m-variate
process with autocovariance function (1t, j , j=0, 1, ..., q; t # Z).
Proof. The proof of this property is straightforward.
Thus, from the existing one-to-one mapping between the set of all
possible MA(1) models for the process [X

T ; T # Z] and the set of all
MA(q) models for the process [Xt , t # Z] we may, without loss of
generality, consider only the model-building problem of the S-periodical
one-dependent mq-variate process [X

T , T # Z].
Given the autocovariance function (7

T , 1

T) the problem of finding the
set of all possible models corresponding to this latter autocovariance func-
tion can be constructed from carrying out the symbolic factorization of the
operator 1

T (L)=3

T (L) b 3

*T (L)=1

$T+1+7

TL+1

TL2, T # Z, where ‘‘b’’
stands for a symbolic product and 3

*T (L)=3

$T+1, 1= T
+3

$T, 0= T
is the
adjoint operator of 3

T(L). Hallin (1984, 1986) showed that the matrix
coefficients of model (4.2) are given by
3

T, 1 3

$T, 1=8T and 3

T, 0=1

$T+1 3

$&1T+1, 1 , T # Z, (4.3)
where the positive definite mq_mq matrix 8T is a solution of the prospec-
tive nonlinear difference equation
8T=1

T (7

T&1&8T&1)&1 1

$T, T # Z; (4.4)
andor of the retrospective nonlinear difference equation
8T=7

T&1

$T+1 8&1T+11

T+1 ; T # Z. (4.5)
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Theorem 4.1. For the S-periodic autocovariance function (7

T , 1

T ; T # Z)
we have the following statements:
(1) the prospective (4.4) andor the retrospective (4.5) nonlinear dif-
ference equation have two S-periodic particular positive definite matrix solu-
tions (that may reduce to one) given by
8&T =1

T (7

T&1&1

T&1(. . .1

T&S+2(7

T&S+1&1

T&S+1(7

T&1T
(. . .)&1 1

$T)
&1 1

$T&S+1)
&1 1

$T&S+2 . . .)
&1 1

$T&1)
&1 1

$T , (4.5a)
8+T =7

T&1

$T+1(7

T+1&1

$T+2(. . . (7

T+S&2&1

$T&S+1(7

T+S&1&1

$T
(. . .)&1 1

T)
&1 1

T&S+1)
&1 . . .)&1 1

T+2)
&1 1

T+1 , (4.5b)
such that 7

T>8+T 8
&
T >0, t # Z (where A>B and AB mean, respec-
tively, that A&B is positive definite and a semipositive definite matrix); and,
hence, the S-periodic mq-variate one-dependent process [X

T , T # Z] admits
the two particular periodic mq-dimensional first-order moving average
representations associated, respectively, to 8&T and 8
+
T as
X

T=3

&
T, 0= T
+3

&
T, 1= T&1
, T # Z,
and
X

T=3

+
T, 0= T
+3

+
T, 1= T&1
, T # Z,
where the two pairs of matrices (3

&
T, 0 , 3

&
T, 1) and (3

+
T, 0 , 3

+
T, 1) are given
by the expression (4.4) andor (4.5) in which 8T equals to 8&T and 8
+
T ,
respectively.
(2) Let 8T be the solution of (4.4) andor (4.5) corresponding to an
initial value 8T0 (T0 # Z arbitrary fixed ) such that 8
+
T0
>8T0>8
&
T0
. Then
8T is such that 8+T >8T>8
&
T , T # Z. Furthermore 8T is not periodic,
however, it is asymptotically S-periodic.
(3) Moreover, the WoldCrame r representation of the S-periodic
mq-variate one-dependent process [X

T , T # Z] is the periodic model
associated to the periodic solution 8&T , i.e.,
X

T=3 &T (L) = T
=3

&
T, 0 = T
+3

&
T, 1= T&1
, T # Z.
Proof. See Appendix 3.
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5. CALCULATION OF THE PERIODIC MATRICES 8&T AND 8
+
T
We present in this section a procedure for calculating the periodic matrix
continued fractions 8&T and 8
+
T which are of great interest. This procedure
is a natural extension of the classical procedure of obtaining the limit of
a classical univariate periodic continued fraction (see Wall, 1948). The
proof of the main result concerning this procedure is mainly based on the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. The linear transformation Tj, S(.), j=1, ..., S, ( j fixed )
defined by
Tj, S(w)=&1

j (7

j&1&1

j&1(7

j&2&1

j&2(. . .1

j&S+1(7

j+w )&1
1

$j&S+1 . . .)
&1 1

$j&2)
&1 1

$j&1)
&1 1

$j , (5.1)
may be written in the form
Tj, S(w)=Bj, 0+Aj (wj+Bj)&1 D&1j , j=1, 2, ..., S. (5.2)
The (matrix) fixed points of this transformation are the solutions of the
second-order matrix equation, j ,
j Dj j+jD jBj&Bj, 0Djj&(Bj, 0DjBj+Aj)=0, j=1, ..., S, (5.3)
where the (mq_mq) matrices, Bj, 0 , Aj , Bj , and Dj are given by
Bj, 0=&1j G$j (S&1, 1) Gj$&1(S&1, 0)
Aj=1j (G$j (S&1, 1) G j$&1(S&1, 0) Gj$(S, 0)&Gj$(S, 1))
(5.4)
Bj=1 $j+1 Gj$&1(S&1, 0) G$(S, 0)
Dj=Gj$ (S&1, 0) 1 $ &1j+1
and where Gj (n, &), &=0, 1; are Green’s matrices associated respectively to
the second-order mq-dimensional periodic difference operators:
Gj (L)=I&7

j&n1

&1
j+1&n L+1

$j+1&n1

&1
j+2&nL
2,
j=1, ..., S, and n # N*. (5.5)
Proof. See Appendix 4.
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Theorem 5.1. The positive definite matrices 8&T and 8
+
T , t # Z, which
are the S-periodic solutions of the prospective (4.4) andor retrospective (4.5)
recursion equation, are given by
8&j =&(Z
+
j D
&1
j +Bj, 0) and 8
+
j =&(Z
&
j D
&1
j +B j, 0), j=1, 2, ..., S
(5.6)
where the (mq_mq) matrices Z&j and Z
+
j are the solution of the second-
order matrix equation, in Zj
Z2j +Zj (B j+Bj, 0) Dj&AjD j=0, j=1, 2, ..., S, (5.7)
such that (Z+j &Z
&
j ) D
&1
j 0 where the matrices Bj, 0 , Aj , Bj , and Dj are
given by (5.4).
Proof. See Appendix 5.
It is worth noting that the calculation of the pair of matrices (8&S , 8
+
S ),
using Theorem 5.1, requires resolving a second-order matrix equation of
the form:
Z2S+ZS(BS+BS, 0) DS&AS DS=0.
However, the other pairs of matrices (8&j , 8
+
j ), j{S, follow recursively
from the prospective andor retrospective nonlinear difference equations
(4.4) and (4.5), respectively.
Example. In studying the model-building of a d-periodically correlated
one-dependent univariate moving average process, the prospective and
retrospective nonlinear difference equations (4.5a) and (4.5b) are reduced
respectively to the recursion equations
.t=#2t, 1(#t&1, 0&.t&1)
&1, t # Z, (5.8)
and
.t=#t, 0&#2t+1, 1 .
&1
t+1 , t # Z, (5.9)
and hence the periodic matrix continued fractions (4.5) and (4.4) turn out
to be the classical periodic continued fractions (see Wall, 1948) given
respectively by
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.&t =
#2t, 1
#t&1, 0&
#2t&1, 1
#t&2, 0&
. . .
&#2t&S+1, 1
#t, 0&
#2t, 1
#t&1, 0&
. . . (5.10)
.+t =#t,0&
#2t+1, 1
#t+1, 0&
#2t+2, 1
#t+2, 0&
. . .
&#2t+S&1, 1
#t+S&1, 0&
#2t, 1
#t+1, 0&
. . . (5.11)
In this simple case, the d-periodic solutions .&t and .
+
t , may be given by
solving d-ordinary second-order equations.
Corollary 5.1. The positive real d-periodic solutions, .&t and .
+
t , of
the prospective (5.8) andor retrospective (5.9) recursion equations, are given by
.&j =&(d
&1
j z
+
j +bj, 0) and .
+
j =&(d
&1
j z
&
j +b j, 0), j=1, 2, ..., d,
where the real numbers Z&j and Z
+
j are the zeros of the following second-
order equation, in Zj :
Z2j +(bj+bj, 0) djz j&ajdj=0, j=1, 2, ..., d, (5.12)
such that (Z+j &z
&
j ) d
&1
j 0, j=1, 2, ..., d, where the real constants b j, 0 , aj ,
bj , and dj are given by
bj, 0=&#j, 1gj (d&1, 1) g&1j (d&1, 0)
aj=#j, 1( gj (d&1, 1) g&1j (d&1, 0) gj (d, 0)& g j (d, 1))
bj=#j+1, 1 g&1j (d&1, 0) g j (d, 0)
dj=#&1j+1, 1gj (d&1, 0)
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and gj (n, s), s=0, 1; are Green’s functions associated respectively to the
second-order d-periodic difference operator:
gj (L)=1&#j&1, 0#&1j+1&n, 1L+# j&n+1, 1 #
&1
j+2&nL
2, j=1, 2, ..., d, n # N*.
(5.13)
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
6.1. 2-Periodically Correlated Univariate MA(1) Case
As an illustration, consider the 2-periodic autocovariance function
(#t, 0 , #t, 1 ; t # Z) given by:
#t, 0={
97
36 t=1+2t
82
9 t=2+2{
and #t, 1={
9
2 t=1+2t
2
9 t=2+2{
{ # Z.
Let g(n, s), s=0, 1; n # N* be Green’s functions associated to the second-
order linear difference operator gn(L) given by (5.13). Then one can find
g(1, 0)= 9736 , g(2, 0)=
1393
324 , and g(2, 1)=
164
81 .
Hence, Eq. (5.12) can be written as Z2+(174) Z+1=0, z # Z. The two
roots of this equation are Z+=&14 and Z
&=&4, which give .&2 =
1
9 and
.+2 =(16_82)(9_97). Then it follows, from prospective recursion (5.8),
that .&1 =
9
4 and .
+
1 =(9_97)(4_82). The two equivalent WoldCrame r
representations thus correspond to
.&t ={
9
4 t=1+2{
1
9 t=2+2{
and .+t ={
9_97
4_82 t=1+2{
16_82
9_97 t=2+2{
{ # Z.
The two equivalent WoldCrame r’s representations corresponding to .&t
are given by
yt={\
2
3’t\
3
2’t&1 t=1+2{
\3’t\ 13’t&1 t=2+2{
{ # Z;
the other two equivalent models corresponding to .+t are given by
yt={\
1
6 - 9782’t\ 32 - 9782’t&1 t=1+2{
\3 - 8297’t\ 43 - 8297’t&1 t=2+2{
{ # Z.
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6.2. 3-Periodically Correlated Univariate MA(2) Case
Let yt be a univariate 3-periodic 2-dependent moving average process,
with the 3-periodic autocovariance function (#t, 0 , #t, 1 , #t, 2 ; t # Z) given by
3
2
1
2
1
2 t=1+3{
#t, 0={ 149 , #t, 1={ 56 , and #t, 2={ 16 t=2+3{, { # Z.3
2
7
6 +1 t=3+3{
One can easily express the 3-periodic autocovariance function (7

t , 1

t ;
t # Z) of the 3-periodic two dimensions 1-dependent moving average pro-
cess associated to #t and check that Green’s matrices associated to the
autocovariance operator (5.5), are given, for j=S=3, by:
G(1, 0)=\&1&7
&3
9+ ; G(2, 0)=
1
3 \
&5
&11
12
6+ ;
G(3, 0)=
1
27 \
&2491
&140
288
&111+ ; G(2, 1)=
1
6 \
7
&11
5
9+ ;
G(3, 1)=
2
27 \
&15
&196
63
30+ .
Which gives, by virtue of (5.4) and (5.7), the equation:
Z2+Z
10
153 \
27
216
&48
&197+&
1
153 \
423
240
&480
&217+=0.
APPENDICES
Appendix 1
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Consider the linear transformation {n(.) defined
by
{n(w)=&C$n(Sn+w)&1 Cn , n # N*, (A.1)
and let the transformation Tn(.) be given by
Tn(w)={1 b {2 b } } } b {n(w) n # N*.
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We prove, by recursion, that
Tn(w)=C$1(H$(n&1, 1) w&H$(n, 1) Cn+1)
_(H$(n&1, 0) w&H$(n, 0) Cn+1)&1. (A.2)
From (A.1), one can have, for n=1,
Tn(w)=&C$1(S1+w)&1 C1=&C$1(C &11 w+C
&1
1 S1)
&1=T1(w).
Suppose now that the property (A.2) is true for some n. We show that it
is true for n+1; indeed, we have
Tn+1(w)=C$1[H$(n&1, 1)(&C$n+1(Sn+1+w)&1 Cn+1)&H$(n, 1) Cn+1]
_[H$(n&1, 0)(&C$n+1(Sn+1+w)&1 Cn+1)&H$(n, 0) Cn+1]&1
=C$1(&H$(n, 1) w&H$(n, 1) Sn+1&H$(n&1, 1) C$n+1)
_(&H$(n, 0) w&H$(n, 0) Sn+1&H$(n&1, 0) C$n+1)&1.
Taking into account the fact that H(n, s) are Green’s matrices associated to
the difference operator (2.7), we have
Tn+1(w)=C$1(H$(n, 1) w&H$(n+1, 1) Cn+2)
_(H$(n, 0) w&H$(n+1, 0) Cn+2)&1, n # N*,
which means that the formula (A.2) is true for \n # N*, and hence, it is true
for the positive integer d.
APPENDIX 2
Proof of Theorem 2.3. From Theorem 2.2 we have
Td (w)=C$1(H$(d&1, 1) w&H$(d, 1) Cd+1)
_(H$(d&1, 0) w&H$(d, 0) Cd+1)&1,
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which can be written in the form
C$1[H$(d&1, 1) H$&1(d&1, 0) H$(d, 0) w
&H$(d&1, 1) H$&1(d&1, 0) H$(d, 0) Cd+1
+H$(d&1, 1) H$&1(d&1, 0) H$(d, 0) Cd+1&H$(d, 1) Cd+1]
_(H$(d&1, 0) w&H$(d, 0) Cd+1)&1
or also in the equivalent form
C$1H$(d&1, 1) H$&1(d&1, 0)+C$1[H$(d&1, 1) H$&1(d&1, 0)
_H$(d, 0) Cd+1&H$(d, 1) Cd+1]
_(w&H$&1(d&1, 0) H$(d, 0) Cd+1)&1 H$&1(d&1, 0).
Finally, it may be written in the form
Td (w)=B0+A(w+B)&1 C &1
where the constant matrices B0 , A, B, and C are given, in terms of Green’s
matrices H(n, s), as follows
B0=C$1H$(d&1, 1) H$&1(d&1, 0)
A=C$1(H$(d&1, 1) H$&1(d&1, 0) H$(d, 0) Cd+1&H$(d, 1) Cd+1)
(A.3)
B=&H$&1(d&1, 0) H$(d, 0) Cd+1
C=H$(d&1, 0)
and where H(n, s), n # N, s=0, 1, are Green’s matrices associated to the
difference operator
C$n+1+Sn L+CnL2, n # N.
Taking into account relations (i) and (ii) of Property 2.1, these latter
matrices given by (A.3) may be expressed, in terms of Green’s matrices
G(n, s) associated with difference operator (2.9), as given in expression
(2.8).
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APPENDIX 3
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (1) Reiterating recursion equations (4.4) and
(4.5) and taking into account the periodicity hypothesis, we obtain respec-
tively the periodic matrix continued fractions 8&T and 8
+
T . The statement
7

T>8+T 8
&
T >0, T # Z, is proved, in the general time-dependent case, by
Hallin (1984).
(2) The first part of the statement is proved by Hallin (1984), hence
we prove only the second part. Since 8&T and 8
+
T are S-periodic, if we
consider that 8T is S-periodic, it follows that 8T=8&T =8
+
T , t # Z from
Theorem 4.2 (Hallin, 1986), and characterizing, in general time-dependent
case, the asymptotic behavior of the solution 8T . Indeed, if for instance 8T
is S-periodic, we have 8T=8i , i=1, ..., S, T=i+S{, with { # Z, since 8+T
is periodic it follows, from applying (i) of the mentioned theorem, that
limT  &(8+T &8T)= lim{  &(8
+
i+S{&8 i+S{)=8
+
i &8i=0; similarly,
8&T is S-periodic, then it follows from (ii) of the same theorem that
limm  +(8T&8&T )= lim{  +(8i+S{&8
&
i+S{)=8i&8
&
i =0; which
implies a contradiction since 8+T >8T>8
&
T . Using the same theorem, it
follows that 8T converges either to the S-periodic matrix 8&T or to the
S-periodic matrix 8+T accordingly, as T  & or T  &, respectively.
Hence, 8T is asymptotically S-periodic.
(3) Let X

T=3

0
T, 0=
0
T+3

0
T, 1=
0
T&1 and X

T=3

T, 0= T
+3

T, 1= T&1
,
T # Z be, respectively, the WoldCrame r representation and any other
representation of the process [X

T , T # Z]. From the fact that the two
Hilbert subspaces L2(X

T , T ) and L2(=
0
T , T ) spanned by the past and pre-
sent values of [X

T ; T # Z] and [=
0
T ; T # Z], respectively, are identically the
same, and the fact that L2(X

T , T )L2(= T
, T), the inclusion L2(=

0
T , T )
L2(=
 T
, T ) follows, since the projections of X

T on L
2(=

0
T , T&1) and
L2(=
 T
, T&1) are respectively 3

0
T, 1=
0
T&1 and 3

T, 1 = T&1
with variances
80T=3

0
T, 1 3

$ 0
T, 1
and 8T=3

T, 13

$T, 1 . From this and the fact that 8T8&T
the equality 80T=8
&
T , T # Z follows.
APPENDIX 4
Proof of Lemma 5.1 The transformation Tj, S(.) is the only transforma-
tion TS(.) given by (2.5) for Ci=1

$j&i+1 and Si=7

j&i , i, j=1, ..., S,
( j fixed). Hence from property 2.1 and Theorem 2.3, it follows that the
transformation Tj, S(.) given by (5.1) may be written in the equivalent form
given by (5.2); The fixed points of the transformation Tj, S(.) are, by defini-
tion, the matrices 9j solutions of the matrix equation
j=Bj, 0+Aj (j+Bj)&1 D&1j , j=1, 2, ..., S.
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After some mathematical handling we obtain the matrix equation j , given
by (5.3).
The resolution of the problem concerning the calculation of the periodic
matrices 8&T and 8
+
T is presented by the following Theorem.
APPENDIX 5
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Taking into account the periodicity hypothesis,
the nonlinear prospective equation (4.4) can be written in the following
form:
8T=1

T (7

T&1&1

T&1(7

T&2&1

T&2(. . .1

T&S+1(7

T
&8T)&1 1

$T+1&S . . .)
&1 1

$T&2)
&1 1

$T&1)
&1 1

$T .
Since the matrices 8&T and 8
+
T are the S-periodic solutions of this non-
linear equation, then this latter equation may be written in the following
equivalent form:
8j=1

j (7

j&1&1

j&1(7

j&2&1

j&2(. . .1

j&S+1(7

j
&8j)&1 1

$j+1&S . . .)
&1 1

$j&2)
&1 1

$j&1)
&1 1

$j ,
where j=1, 2, ..., S is such that T= j+S{, { # Z. Comparing this nonlinear
equation with the linear transformation Tj, S(.) given by (5.1), i.e.,
Tj, S(wj)=1

j (7

j&1&1

j&1(7

j&2&1

j&2(. . .1

j&S+1(7

j
+wj)&1 1

$j+1&S . . .)
&1 1

$j&2)
&1 1

$j&1)
&1 1

$j ,
which engenders the periodic matrix continued fraction
&1

j (7

j&1 &1

j&1 (7

j&2 &1

j&2 (. . .1

j&S+1 (7

j
&1j (. . .)&1 1

j$)
&1 1

$j&S+1 . . .)
&1 1

$j&2 )
&1 1

$j&1)
&1 1

j$),
it follows that wj=&8j , j=1, 2, ..., S is a fixed point of the transformation
given by (5.1). Hence, the problem of calculating the two periodic positive
definite matrices 8&j and 8
+
j , such that 8
+
j &8
&
j , j=1, 2, ..., S are
definite positives, turns out to be the problem of finding the fixed matrices
w&j and w
+
j of the transformation Tj, S(.) such that w
+
j &w
&
j , j=1, ..., S,
are definite positives of the transformation Tj, S(.). The matrices 8&j and
8+j are then given by 8
&
j =&w
+
j and 8
+
j =&w
&
j , j=1, 2, ..., S.
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From Lemma 5.1 it follows that the fixed points w&j and w
+
j of Tj, S(.)
are the zeros of the second-order matrix equation in wj , given by (5.3).
Let Zj , j=1, 2, ..., S, be the matrices given by Zj=(wj&Bj, 0) Dj where
wj are the fixed matrices of the transformation Tj, S(.) written in the
form (5.2); in other words, the solutions of matrix equation (5.3). Since
Gj (S&1, 0), j=1, 2, ..., S are nonsingulars, it follows from (5.4) that Dj are
nonsingular. Hence, we have wj=ZjD&1j +Bj, 0 . Replacing wj , j=1, 2, ..., S
by its values, in terms of Zj , in matrix equation (5.3) which gives the fixed
points of Tj, S(.), we obtain matrix equation (5.7). Noting their solutions
by Z&j and Z
+
j such that (Z
+
j &Z
&
j ) D
&1
j , j=1, 2, ..., S are semipositive
definite, statement (5.6) follows from Lemma 5.1.
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